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        An unexpected blend

        Everything you'd never expect from a scotch whisky.


        Get your bottle today

    

    
        
            
                [image: Winner of the Ultimate Spirits Challenge with 96 Points]

                [image: Double Gold Winner San Francisco World Spirits Competition]

                [image: Winner - 90 Points: Outstanding! One of the best in its style from Whisky Advocate Magazine]

            

        

        
            
                
                    A Multi-Award Winning Scotch Whisky

                    With creds like these, you're bound to get noticed. In a big way.

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    “Outstanding! One of the best for its style. Distinctive.”

                                


                            
                                    “A fantastic blend pushing Scotch (and cocktails, in general) in new directions.”

                                


                            
                                    "If her goal was to get people into Scotch, this was the right blend."
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                        SIA is not your grandfather’s scotch whisky. It’s his, hers, theirs – the perfect blend for both the spirit connoisseur and the whisky curious.


                        Sweetly aromatic and refreshingly smooth, SIA has an accessible flavor profile for the modern palate.

                        More about our 
Scotch whisky
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                    Get Your Bottle Today

                    Find SIA Scotch Whisky at your local retailer or have a bottle shipped to your doorstep (or your friend’s – after all, sharing is caring)! 

                    Buy online

                    Find a retailer

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Shake. Stir. Pour. Garnish.

                

                
                    SIA Scotch Whisky is best served in places and spaces where potential is poured and friendships are celebrated.
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                        SIA GINGER
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                        SIA Smash
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                        SIA Manhattan
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                    A Passion for Spirits

                    Our founder is a Cuban American who became one of the first Hispanic founders of a scotch whisky. Carin Luna-Ostaseski paired her passion for spirits with her business savvy to create a premium yet approachable scotch whisky that appeals to everyone. Born of tenacious ingenuity and supported by those that believed in her cause, Carin’s story is the embodiment of the American dream. Inspired by our founder's entrepreneurship journey, SIA Scotch Whisky has always supported minority small business owners by providing capital and mentorship, and inspiring them to achieve the unexpected.
Our story
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                    Follow Us on Social

                

            

            
                [image: Make your #Pride celebrations even sweeter this month with SIA Scotch Whisky. ❤️🧡💛💚💙💜 #lovealwayswins]

                [image: SIA Scotch Whisky is definitely meant to be sipped in the sunshine... 🥃☀️ What more could you ask for this summer?]

                [image: Summer is officially upon us, and that's reason enough for a drink! @eldiariony rounded up their favorite SIA Scotch Whisky cocktails perfect for warm weather. So get yourself a bottle, gather your friends and get sipping! Full article at the link in bio. #SummerOfSIA]
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                    Pick Up Your Bottle Today
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                            SIA Ginger

                            
                                Ingredients:

                                	1.5 oz SIA Scotch Whisky
	5 oz Ginger Ale
	Lime Wedge for garnish


                                Directions:
Combine all ingredients in a highball glass over ice. Garnish and enjoy.

                            
Back to recipes
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                            SIA Smash

                            
                                Ingredients:

                                	1.5 oz SIA Scotch Whisky
	0.5 oz Simple Syrup
	7 muddled Mint Leaves
	2 Lemon Quarters
	Additional Mint and Lemon for garnish


                                Directions:
Combine all ingredients in a shaker and shake vigorously for 10 seconds. Strain over fresh ice into a rocks glass. Garnish and enjoy.

                            
Back to recipes
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                            SIA Manhattan

                            
                                Ingredients:

                                	1.5 oz SIA Scotch Whisky
	1 oz Vermouth
	2 dashes Bitters
	Orange & Cherry garnish


                                Directions:
Combine all ingredients in a mixing glass, add ice and stir for 20 seconds. Strain into a cocktail coupe. 
Garnish and enjoy.


                                *Standard serving per cocktail is 1.5 oz of alcohol


                            
Back to recipes
                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            CONTACT US

            	GENERAL INQUIRIES: SIA@roarmedia.com
	PRESS INQUIRIES: SIAscotch@havasformula.com
	INSTAGRAM: @SIAScotchWhisky


        

        

    
    
    
    
    
    
